ABSTRACT: This article aims to formulate the alternative of coherently integrated steps of learning fractions for elementary schools based on the analysis of subjects’ ability. The subjects consist of 33 university students (future elementary school teachers), 29 elementary teachers spread out in Indonesia, and an elementary school teacher model. The analyzed abilities are the possibilities of difficulty and misunderstanding, and the order of learning steps of the relevant topics. The subjects’ abilities were seen as being in a Zone of Actual Development (ZAD). Data were taken from the procedures of fraction problem-solving, questionnaires consisting of open questions, and the description of the classroom learning that was then analyzed qualitatively. The results showed that based on the ZAD analysis, the subjects have not been able to integrate a concrete representation with the general properties of the symbolic representation. Such identification and the integrated literature review resulted in the formulation of a learning step called as Theoretical Discussion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The topic of fractions in math is difficult for elementary students [1], [2]. Meanwhile, Pinilla [3] concluded that fractions are one of the most studied questions in Mathematics Education and fraction learning is one of the contributing factors in students’ failure. It has been widely known that, in traditional learning, elementary school teachers lack the ability to encourage their students to understand the meaning of fractions. Teachers frequently teach fractions through the rules, definitions, and procedures that exist in the fractional numbers to be memorized by students. Based on interviews with some elementary school teachers, they agreed that the teaching of mathematics should be meaningful. The contributing factor in meaningful teaching is the ability of teachers to teach with various activities, such as through experiments through the concrete world, write.

Students will love learning through thereal world because it is a subject that builds their reasoning [5]. Students’ learning outcomes improve when teachers use concrete objects in the classroom [6]. The learning model through the representation of concrete objects as learning media is rarely applied in the classroom. Teachers pointed out a cliché for such fact regarding the curriculum demand and the limited time. Therefore, it is necessary to have coherently integrated steps which are effective to be implemented in learning.

There are still weaknesses of the real media use by teachers in some developed countries. Ma [7] found the lack of teacher ability to use real media in the US. Their ability to teach by using the representations of real media was still low. Fyfe et al [8] suggested the need for using actual media in teaching the early material and subsequently makes it more explicit and abstract. In his research, Sousa [9] concluded that the most efficient sequence of the new representation of mathematics teaching is through the concrete-pictorial-abstract (CPA) model. The results of this study are supported by [10] stating that learning would be effective based on those three stages in CPA. Daly & Blakeney-Williams [11] opinion confirmed the needs of pictorial use in the form of picture books that can provide access to students’ learning perspective. One of the benefits offered by picture books is to ease the student comprehension of the presented foreign concepts.

The abstract can explicitly be split into two parts, i.e. symbolic and symbolic general properties. Lamon [12] described the results of the students’ pictorial-symbolic representation model of fractions, but he has not given the descriptions of the symbolic general properties. In his research, Gujarati [13] only discussed about a certain-specific case of (26+35=61), starting from a base of 10 concrete blocks, continued by the image of the blocks, and followed by a stackable summarization, but he has not described the generalization. The above articles of [12], [13] indicated that they have not discussed the generalization of procedural, symbolic general properties, whereas generalization is necessary to understand or solve math problems without using concrete or pictorial representations. Generally, the application of special CPA representation model of fractions is illustrated in Fig. 1. As described above, there have been discussions of several translations of concrete-pictorial-symbolic (CPS) model representation, but the symbolic translations into the general properties of fractions have not been discussed yet. In this context, general properties are the rules of computing that are attached to mathematical symbols and familiarity with the operating procedure in general. The purpose of the discussions about these general properties is to solve problems concerning fractions as abstract objects.
Before teaching in the classroom, teachers are required to master teaching skills and it is also important to prepare an effective lesson plan. This preparation will be effective if the teachers have basic abilities to sustain the demands. In this study, such initial capabilities possessed by teachers are categorized as ZAD. Through specific learning activities, the fundamental knowledge of teachers is used as the basis to develop their ability in teaching fractions. Such initial ability is necessary to be investigated for facilitating an innovative pedagogic development of teachers [14]. Based on the research of [3], [7]–[9], which have been explained above, this study specifically aimed to discuss the teachers’ ZAD about fractions in Indonesia. The description of the results led to the theoretical translation of each integrated CPA representation model. Furthermore, this formulation was reported as a theoretical discussion result, and the implementation of this formula can be followed up with classroom practice to test its effectiveness. The test of effectiveness is necessary in order not to cause difficulties for learners related to the material [15].

II. METHODS

This research modifies Wademan research design [16], which is divided into three steps. The first step is data collection. In this step, the researcher collects data by observing the fraction operational ability of students (future elementary school teachers), doing clinical interviews with elementary school teachers as practitioners on how they teach the concept of fractions, and performing a direct observation on fractions learning in the classroom of an elementary school. The data obtained from this step is in the form of teachers’ ZAD and the issues discussed in this article can be clearly identified based on such data. ZAD identification is necessary because it is a powerful management that can describe effective teachers [17]. The second step of the analysis is identifying the integration of translational representation steps taken by the research subjects, followed by collecting the supporting literature as the materials to compose the translation of integrated representations, and then followed by consulting the translational integration with experts and practitioners. The third step establishes the formula and principles of the integrated representation design as a temporary product approach. In this article, the temporary product is called as Theoretical Discussion.

III. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The research subjects consisted of 33 university students (future elementary school teachers), 29 elementary school teachers who are distributed through East Java, and a model of elementary school teacher. The data obtained from 33 future elementary school teachers were focused on those who made mistakes in fractions operational procedures in mathematical problem-solving. The data obtained from 29 primary teachers were focused on the sequence of representation procedures of the answers through the clinical interview. Additionally, the data gathered from a model of the elementary school teacher were in the form of transcriptions of the reduce footage of teaching in the classroom.

A. Future Elementary School Teachers’ ZAD

The subjects of observation were 33 future elementary school teachers who have not obtained their bachelor degrees in South Malang. They were taking an undergraduate program of Elementary School Teacher Education (Pendidikan Guru Sekolah Dasar) in some universities. Therefore they were referred to as future elementary school teachers. Their ZAD was identified from the way they procedurally solve a fractions problem given in the course of Mathematics Learning for elementary school. Four students solved the problem correctly, while the others had relatively similar mistakes. One sample problem that was solved in wrong procedures by a future teacher was illustrated inside the box in Fig. 2. The first box shows that the teacher eliminates half of the numerator and denominator, whereas the denominator is \( \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{3} \) so the result should be \( \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \) instead of \( \sqrt{3} \). On the other hand, the second and third boxes showed a similar understanding concept of fractions division, i.e. one divided by any number would result in the number of the denominator. Based on interviews with those who had the procedural error, it was revealed that they were not able to interpret the concept of fractions correctly and they were not capable of using concrete objects to represent the interpretation of the concept of fractions. They had not mastered the fraction material well. In fact, the mastery of material has a significant effect on learning outcomes [18]. Such data became important findings on the future elementary school teachers’ ZAD.

![Fig. 2. Incorrect Procedures in Fraction Solution](image-url)
Such facts indicated many student failures in achieving the learning objectives of fractions material in elementary school. Interviews with some elementary school students who had been taught about fractions indicated that they were not advanced to master the concept of fractions even they could not represent the concept of fractions with concrete objects. They were studying fractions at school procedurally.

B. Fraction-Number Task Interview

After performing observations towards the future elementary school teachers, the researchers then conducted a clinical interview about fractions learning to several elementary school teachers who were distributed across East Java. The interviews aimed to analyze teachers’ ZAD about fractions, especially regarding the material of equivalent fractions. Such material is the second material given after the introduction of fractions. Teachers’ ZAD observed from their representation in the clinical interview of the equivalent fractions, that \( \frac{1}{2} = \frac{2}{4} = \frac{3}{6} = \cdots \).

The focus of the analysis was the translational representations used by the teachers from the beginning to the end, each representation they used, and the interconnection between representations when they taught fractions. The clinical interview subjects were 29 elementary school teachers spread over 13 cities and regencies in East Java, Indonesia, consisted of 10 male teachers and 19 female teachers. They were interviewed when they participated in professional training for elementary school teachers in Batu. The researchers did not know those teachers previously so the selection could fairly represent all teachers in East Java.

The results showed that the teachers began to explain about fraction equivalent to a half through diverse representations, including concrete: 4 people, pictorial: 16 people, and symbol writing: 9 people. Some of those who started with the concrete representations started the lesson by splitting apples into two equal parts, into four equal parts, and into six equal parts. The one-half apples were compared with two one-fourth apples and three one-sixth apples; then their similar sizes were shown. After the concrete representations, there was one teacher who continued with pictorial representation, two people continued with symbolic representation, and a person continued with perception representation. The results of representations are categorized as perception, since the teachers’ representations did not correspond to the main problems, namely the equivalent fractions.

For those who started with a pictorial representation, among others, by showing a rectangle divided into two congruent parts, four congruent parts, and six congruent parts respectively as the representations of a half, two-fourth, and three-sixth. 15 subjects with correct results continued to the symbolic representation where a person who continued improperly (perception). The data from these 15 people indicate that three people represented the symbol in the wrong way.

Nine teachers started the symbolic representations, six of them continued with procedural representations, and three of them showed perceptions. The used procedural representations were the properties of the equivalent fractions. The equivalent fractions could be obtained from multiplying or dividing each numerator and denominator by the number equal to the previously used fractions. The categorization of perception was based on the unclear procedures taken by the teachers since they did not understand fractions procedurally. Such finding is similar to the previous findings where 29 from 33 future elementary school teachers did not understand the concept of fractions. All representations which were ended with the symbolic representations only indicated that a half equals to two-fourth and three-sixth, but has not shown the procedure of determining the equivalent fractions. The absence of the general procedures to determine the equivalent fractions found in the clinical interview was an important finding which became the main focus of this article. Fig. 3 shows the observation results of the teachers’ representations as for their initial abilities or ZAD about the equivalent fractions.

One evidence summarized in Fig. 3 is the representation in Fig. 4 which shows a teacher’s explanation about fractions equivalent to a half. He started using pictorial representations of fractions equivalent to a half which were categorized as perceptions. The first line in the figure explains that the rectangle is divided into two congruent parts and one part is shaded as the representation of a half. The second line describes the rectangular which has a different area with the rectangular in the first line, which is divided into four congruent parts in which two of them are shaded as the representation of two-fourth. The third line explains the different rectangular area from those of the first and second rectangular, which are divided into six congruent parts and three of them are shaded as the representation of three-sixth. The pictures which were regarded as the representations of one-half, two-fourth and three-sixth fractions did not show a similar integrity. The teacher had not understood the concept of fractions through pictorial representations. Thus, his representation showed his perception, so he did not conclude that those fractions are equivalent at the end of his explanation. The translation from pictorial to symbolic writing representation of the equivalent fractions was not available yet because he had not written the equivalent fraction representation. As a result, the general representations of the properties or procedures of equivalent fractions was not available. The data of representation categories in Fig. 3 shows the teacher’s significant lack of ZAD of fractions.

![Fig. 3. Teachers’ ZAD in Representing the Equivalent Fractions](image-url)
C. Observations of Fractions Learning

Rahardi [19] has observed the learning process of equalizing the denominators of two fractions of the third graders in an elementary school and found a fragmentation of concrete to the general properties of the denominator equalization. The following is a reduction transcript of the fourth graders of elementary school’s mathematical learning tape about “Changing Two Fractions with Different Denominators into Equal Denominators: \( \frac{1}{2} \) and \( \frac{2}{5} \).” The teacher in such class is a woman who was called as Ustada. In this transcript, Ustada is abbreviated to U and students are abbreviated to S. The transcript does not include the whole tape but only the important parts. A stick was utilized as the concrete material or concrete representation, and then the students should represent the symbolic representations of the discussed fractions. The Ustada did not show any pictorial or concrete representation in this learning activity. The lesson began with reviewing students’ understanding of fractions using a stick as a representation, and then the students should represent the fractions symbolically.

- **U:** How do you call each part of the stick after it is divided into 12 equal parts?
- **S:** One-twelfth

Then, the Ustada changed the question conversely to discover the students’ ability to interpret.

- **U:** If we call a part of a stick one-fiftieth, then how many times do I have to part the stick?
- **S:** 50

The verbal representation activities to explore the students’ ability about fractions were repeated until the Ustada considered the students to have already understood the concrete and verbal representations. The Ustada did not show any pictorial or symbolic representations of the discussed fractions. The Ustada continued the activities by discussing the equalization of two fractions with different denominators as follows.

- **U:** Well now I will ask again, for instance, I have ropes with sizes of \( \frac{3}{7} \) and \( \frac{2}{5} \), do you know what sizes of the ropes are so that they can be divided into those sizes?

The Ustada symbolically (abstractly) represented those two fractions on the board. The question in line (5) was not very clear, so the students were confused and therefore had various answers, line (6). However, if the next set of questions were considered, it can be identified that the purpose of such questions is to ask for an equalization of the denominators of \( \frac{1}{2} \) and \( \frac{2}{5} \).

- **S:** 6; 15; 30; 45; 60; 35
- **U:** Some students answer 6, why?
- **S:** We do not know
- **U:** You have to remember that every answer must have a reason. Ok, so there are students who answer 15. Ok kids, if we have 15, normally..., Let’s try, so I have 3 and 5, now, let’s find their LCM.

The line (9), from the data of fraction learning observation, shows that the Ustada answered herself and hence there was a disagreement. The Ustada originally used a stick as a representation to help the students in understanding fractions, but when it came to equalizing the denominators, she turned out using Least Common Multiple (LCM) procedures.

Based on the findings of future elementary school teachers’ ZAD, teachers’ ZAD data gathered from clinical interview, and a teacher’s ZAD data obtained from fractions learning observation, as well as from the explanations in this data collection stage, it can be identified that the focal point of this article is the nonintegrated translation of the Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract. Especially the translation in representing the Abstract since the symbolic shift to its procedural properties has not been connected properly. The connection will result in ineffective learning. Anthony & Walshon [20] promoted ten characteristics of effective learning. One of them is an effective teacher to support the students to create links between mathematics topics. The terms of mathematics topics in this article refers to the topic of concrete representation until abstract representation. In order to make such adequate connection, it is necessary to formulate the stages of linking.

IV. Data Interpretation

As has been agreed above, mathematics learning in elementary school should be meaningful, initiated with the representations of concrete objects, and then explicitly and gradually become more abstract. The stages of representations must consider the level of abstraction owned by the students. According to Jean Piaget’s intellectual development theory, 7-11 old year elementary school students are in their concrete operational stage. This theory became the framework of the opinion that students’ original mathematics knowledge should be taught using concrete representations as manipulation objects. Manipulatives are used to promote conceptual understanding [21] and are frequently used to solve mathematics problems related to the concrete world. The results of research performed by [22] showed that students with high ability could generate various ideas in mathematics problem-solving. Otherwise, students with low ability would have great difficulties. Teachers who can support student conceptual understanding development are guaranteed to be able to fulfill the professional requirements [23].

Bruner [24] pointed out that each domain of knowledge could be represented in three types or categories, namely: (a) through action (enactive), (b) through visual images (iconic),
and (c) through words and language (symbolic). Lesh et al. [25] extended the Bruner’s categories into five kinds of representations, which are: (a) real world situations, (b) manipulative models, (c) pictures, (d) the spoken symbols, and (e) written symbols. Sousa [9], based on Bruner, called the learning approach that he proposed as Concreto-Pictorial-Abstract (CPA). Enactive activities describe the experiences and environment in cognitive development. According to such basis, teachers can start the lesson with a concrete problem, and then simplify the problems using the representation of manipulative models. These models are practice media for students and function as manipulative representations. Marley & Carbonneau [26], in their perspective theory, concluded that the manipulative models are effective teaching tools. The concrete manipulative model will support the conceptual understanding of students with low ability, while students with the high ability can construct the abstract concept on their mind [22], [27]. The research conducted by [28] showed that in order to ease the representation of external knowledge, an irrelevant representation is necessary to be asimilar representation of the actual problem. The manipulative model representation of the real problem should be followed by a manipulative model representation that does not represent such real problem. The general term in an irrelevant representation or representation that does not represent the actual problems is that there is a non-example. It should be emphasized that among the real issues and manipulative translation models built with spoken words, there are given examples and non-examples in the manipulative models.

The use of concrete manipulative model representation is limited. Therefore, pictorial representation or diagram is used for wider purposes. Such representation is usually called as semi-abstract representation. Certain real problems can usually be solved by using this representation. Such representation is also limited since it can be used only for large fractions. This kind of limitation requires a simple representation. Mathematics has a role in addressing such issue through the creation of representation in the form of symbols which are commonly referred to as mathematical symbols. Such symbols represent the situation of the real problem in a more abstract way than the previous representations. Such particular issues can be solved abstractly through this representation of symbols. For example, certain problems of the fractions equivalent to one-half and two-forth can be solved by CPS through the representation of the manipulative models to the writing of the symbols, i.e. \( \frac{1}{2} = \frac{2}{4} \).

Certain issues of fractions equivalent to the above have triggered many discussions, but there is not a more general discussion yet. Fractions are generally considered to be equivalent when the numerator and denominator of the first fraction are divided or multiplied by the same number other than zero. The translational process of the equivalent fractions from specific representation to general representation became an important discussion in this study. The translation from writing special symbols to general properties or procedures requires an inductive process. Bearing in mind that the representation of the spoken words is the dominant link in any other representations and it is necessary to provide examples and non-examples in every CPS representation.

Based on the analysis of integration identification in the second step and based on the opinions of teachers, practitioners, and discussion with experts, the third step is setting out the principles of CPA representation model integrity. Each original knowledge domain about fractions can be represented in seven types or categories, namely (a) real world situations, (b) manipulative models, (c) pictures or diagrams, (d) writing special symbols, (e) inductive, (f) mathematical symbols and procedures, and (g) spoken words. The representation that combines each representation of (a) to (d) is the spoken symbols. The representation’s sequence from (a) to (d) can vary based on the situation and conditions of the learning process in the classroom. The connectivity of (d) and (f) is the inductive process (e) which contains both spoken and written representation. Fig. 5 shows the representation flow theory as a result of the discussions in this article.

Sagala [29] stated that the context of the inductive learning process is a teaching approach that is initiated by presenting some special circumstances to be then concluded into a principle or rule. The inductive process can be started with the delivery of the cases, facts, examples, or reasons that reflect a concept or principle; then learners are guided to diligently synthesize, find, or conclude the basic principle of the lesson. Hence, students can infer from a phenomenon shown through special symbols. However, teachers should provide the students enough examples that have the same properties or rules. The examples are presented in varied ways from the simplest to the most difficult ones. Fig. 6 shows the flow of inductive thinking which instills a mathematical concept that has regular patterns.

![Fig. 5. Translation Design of Integration among the Representations in CPA](image-url)
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Fig. 6. Flow of Inductive Thinking

V. DISCUSSION

The representation flow theory resulted from the discussion presented in Fig. 5 needs to be implemented to test its effectiveness. Such level of effectiveness is important for teachers because it will affect the level of their students’ knowledge [30]. In order to fit flow, the learning instruments should be carefully prepared by the teachers. The instrument schemes prepared by teachers affect students’ conceptual understanding [31]. The test of effectiveness may be performed using a descriptive qualitative method based on the transcript of the flow implementation or via Classroom Action Research (CAR) method.

The description of the implementation results can be used to view the ZPD (Zone of Proximal Development) of a teacher by comparing it with the teacher’s ZAD before the implementation. A teacher’s ZAD is identified by clinical interview with the teacher and clinical interviews with several students, e.g. about the introduction of fractions. These students are the students who have been taught the fractions introduction material by the teacher. Therefore, the flow should be implemented on students who have never been taught the fractions introduction material. The descriptions of the teacher’s promotion or action that has not taken previously resulted in students understanding of the material. Thus, the description of such promotion is the teacher’s ZPD.

VI. CONCLUSION

A meaningful teaching usually begins with concrete objects and gradually develops with the support of “semi-concrete” materials, such as images, and finally replaced by the use of symbol or “abstract” and the students gain greater knowledge beyond the procedural knowledge through the CPA representation. Concrete objects used as manipulative materials of the actual problems given by the teacher. This article discusses the theory that combines the representation of the real world situation with the representation of mathematical symbols and the procedures. The discussion results of such integrated representation theory are formulated into seven principles of the integrated designs, i.e. (a) real world situations, (b) manipulative models, (c) pictures, (d) the writing of special symbols, (e) inductive, (f) mathematical symbols and their procedures, and (g) spoken words. The effectiveness of this theory needs to be tested in the classroom.
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